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PROLOGUE 

For serious cyclist whip ride and race competitively, performance bicycle means 
two things: 1. stiff, light and compliant frame that is easy to handle and feels 
like an extension of the body; 2. fast, smooth and precise shifting that make 
power transmission immediate and direct from the crank to the surface of the 
road. 

The former, the frame, hasn't undergone much change in terms of geome
try and design since the invention of bicycle. However, the material in which 
it is made of has seen perhaps two significant changes over the years: from 
steel to aluminum alloy to carbon fiber. Every change has drastically improved 
the frame's stiffness and reduced its overall weight. Since the late 1990's when 
the first carbon frame made its appearance in the professional peloton, metal 
frames have completely been replaced in the racing circuit. 

The latter, the shifting mechanism, has many variants but the derailleurs 
have achieved unparalleled reliability and performance that they are the "stan
dard issue" on almost every bicycle. Derailleurs are typically actuated by cables 
that originate from the shifters and housed in flexible steel housing that runs 
along the body of the bike frame. This mechanical system is simple, direct and 
easy to maintain, and it is still the de facto standard today. 

This project grew out of my love for bikes and cycling. In the summer of 
2010, I obtained an entry level road bike, the blue Trek 1.1, that came with the 
cheapest group set (the collection of power transmission and shifting compo
nents) that never quite worked properly and I was constantly frustrated with 
the shifting performance. Around the same time, Popsci featured an electronic 
shifting system from Shimano, one of the leading bicycle component manu
facturer in the world. It looked almost identical as its mechanical counterpart 
but had replaced mechanical cables with electrical servo motors that were built 
into the derailleurs. The group set was the newest addition to the flagship Du
raAce series and it was already tested by a few professional riders and claimed 
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to deliver superior performance than the cable version because of its swiftness, 
precision and digital control. Shimano crowned the new series "Di2", short for 
Digitally Integrated Intelligence. 

Cannondale SuperSix EVa with SRAM Red and Trek 1.1 with Shimano 105 

I was immediately intrigued and started researching and following the de
velopment of electronic shifting. The first ever prototype appeared in 1984, 
well before the advent of modern digital servo motors and light weight high ca
pacity LiPo battery. Probably because it was such an idea so ahead of it time, 
electronic shifting had failed to capture cyclists' curiosity, until now. Currently, 
there are two commercially successful group sets favored by pro riders in all ma
jor grand tours and classics of the North in terms oftheir versatility and durabil
ity. They are the EPS (Electronic Power Shifting) line from Campagnolo (Italian) 
and Di2 from Shimano (Japanese), both of which are extremely high end com
ponents with prohibitive price tags of upwards of $5,000 dollars. 

Though I recently acquired a full carbon racing machine that came with ul
timate SRAM Red mechanical groupset that shifts wonderfully, I am still fas
cinated by the electronic system. Trained as an engineer, my instinct is to 
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hack the it to make it cheap and open source. However, the expectation of this 
project isn't unrealistic. My goal is to reproduce the functionalities of the sys
tem and demonstrate that the simple concepts behind it. However, it is not my 
intention to mimic the two groupsets in every detail and completely replace 
them. The amount ofresources that went into them to achieve that level of in
tegration, durability and reliability is beyond what is available to me. 

Thus this booklet is dedicated to explaining how the crucial components in 
my system work, chronicling the stages of my design process, and evaluating 
the system as a whole. To further those ends, I have provided ample high qual
ity illustrations and pictures as well as schematics, necessary computer code 
and mechanical designs. 

Popsd's claimed Di2 had achieved shifting perfection' 

, http://www.pcysci.comjbown/200 S/produotjshimanG-dura-oce-7.f1 0 -d i2 
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STAGE I 

COMPONENTS AND CONCEPTS 

1.1 GEARS, DERAILLEURS AND SHIFTERS 

The bicycle is perhaps the most efficient machine men have made because it 
has so few moving parts between the power input and the surface of the road. 
There are two groups of gears on the bike to handle this power transfer: the 
crankset which contains usually two chain rings and the cassette which groups 
together 8-10 sprockets. Force is exerted on the pedal which drives the crank. 
The force is then passed onto the rear wheel through the movement of the 
chain. 

If there is only one chain ring and one sprocket, the bicycle is called a single 
speed bike because the gear ratio cannot be changed. On a road bike however, 
there are multiple gear ratios to accommodate different terrains a rider may 
encounter. For example, a road bike that has 2 chain rings and 10 sprockets 
is called a 10 speed bike rather than 20 speed. This counter-intuitive naming 
scheme has its rationales. By looking at the gear ratios for all the possible com
binations of gears, we observe that there aren't really 20 different ratios. There 
is a highlighted part where the gear ratios overlap. There are two reasons for 
this. First, the overlapped portion gives the rider more gear options for hill of 
various gradients. Second, this avoids cross-overs, situations where the chain 
extends over extreme angles. For example, a rider may be riding with 53/12 
on a flat stretch of road before he hits a hill. He gradually shifts to bigger cogs 
to keep his cadence constant. However, as he moves beyond 53/21, the chain 
crosses over the plane of the big chain ring. Power transmission gets less effi
cient and the chain starts to rub against the front derailleur (explained later). 
This is a case of big/big cross-over. Similarly, there is small/small cross-over. 
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Therefore, the gear ratios near the big/big combinations are reproduced 
using the small chain ring to avoid the cross-over. In the mechanical system, 
there is typical a microtrim mechanism that moves the front derailleur inward 
slightly to give additional allowance to the chain in the event of unavoidable 
big/big combination (this happens when a rider does not want to disrupt his 
pedaling rhythm by shifting into the small chain ring, usually on a short hill). 
In the electronic system, there is an auto-trim function that adjusts the front 
derailleur constantly. 

Ch· R· Cassette 
am mgs 

12 13 14 15 16 17 19 21 23 25 

I 53 4.4 4.1 3.8 3.5 3.3 3.1 2.8 2.5 2.3 2.0 

I 39 3.3 3.0 2.8 2.6 2.4 2.3 2.1 1.9 1.7 1.5 

Table 1.1: Gear ratios on a typical road bike 

Figure 1.1: The drivetrain system on the Cannondale SuperSix EVa 

Unlike a car where shifting is typically done through engaging different gears, 
shiftings on bicycle is achieved through moving the chain up and down chain 
rings and sprockets. An upshift is defined as the movement of chain from a 
small gear to a big one and vice versa. Such movements are achieved by the 
derailleurs. As the name suggest, derailleurs "derail" the chain from the gear 
it is currently on to one that is desired by the rider. The front derailleur (FD), 
clamped to the seat tube of the bike, is essentially a cage through which the 
chain passes. When an upshift is desired, cable pulls the FD outward, pushing 
the chain against inside surface of the big chain ring. There are protrusions on 
the inside surface and they "hook" the chain and drag it up. On the other hand, 
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to downshift, the cable loosens and the FD moves inward under spring tension, 
bringing the chain to the small chain ring. 

Rear derailleur (RD) is more sophisticated. It is attached to the frame of 
the bike via a hanger located at the rear dropout. The main body of the RD 
is a spring loaded parallelogram linkage that has a cage configuration at one 
end. There are two pulleys fixed at the two ends of the cage. The idler pulley, 
the lower one, takes away the slack in the chain and maintains tension on the 
chain regardless of gear choices; the guide pulley keeps the chain in line as it 
moves from cog to cog during shifts. The linkage ensures the cage is parallel to 
the cogs at all times. There are similar unevenness on the surface of the cogs 
to facilitate shifts. In an upshift, cable pulls the linkage inward; in a downshift, 
the cable loosens and the RD springs outward. 

Figure I.2: The SRAM Red derailleurs 1 

The combination of the crankset, the cassette, the FD and the RD makes up 
the drivetrain part of the bike. It is worth noting that shifting can only be done 
when the chain is in motion. 

Ihttp://www.sram.com/sram/road 
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The last crucial component is the 
shifters which control the motion of 
the cable. In the early days of shifter 
technology, the shifters are located 
on the downtube and they operate 
via friction; they will hold their po
sitions when not moved. There are 
several disadvantages to this mode 
of operation. First, the rider has 
to take his hands off the handle bar 
and reach down between his legs to 
shift; This not only disrupts the ped
aling rhythm but also creates danger 
for the rider. Second, the motion of 
the shifter is continuous; this makes Figure I.3: The SRAM Red Doubletap 
shifting imprecise since to correctly shifter3 

align the chain with the gear, the de-
railleurs have to be at discreet positions. Integrated index shifters greatly im
prove the reliability of the system. They have discrete stops, thus make missing 
shifts nearly impossible. Since they are integrated with the brake lever, the rides 
does not need to take his hand off the handle bar to activate a shift. However, 
there are more moving parts to fail and it relies on proper cable tension to work 
accurately. 

1.2 SERVOS 

The key idea behind electronic shifting is to replace cable with servo motors 
and shifter levers with buttons. Derailleurs are no longer actuated by cable 
pulls and spring tension; instead, they are activated by direct linkage connected 
to the motors. In this project, I opted for hobby servos because they are afford
able, provides accurate angular motions and comes in a wide range of torque 
and speed ratings. 

A servo is best thought as a black box. It takes a pulse as an input and pro
duces an angular motion as output. Different pulse width will produce differ
ent angular positions and they will hold the current position so long they are 
powered. Such a control is called Pulse Width Modulation, or PWM. The height 

3http://www.sram.com/sram/road 
4 http://www.servocity.com/html/hs-5565mh_servo.html 
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FigLUe 1.4: A typical hobby servo operates via PWM4 

of the pulse can range between 5-7.6 V depending on the rating of the servo. 
Typically for hobby servos, they expect to see a pulse every 50 illS and gives 
an angular range of 1800. With a pulse of 1.5 IDS, they hold the center/neutral 
position; they produce a -900 motion with a 0.6 illS pulse width and a 90° mo
tion with a 2.4 illS pulse width. However, not all servos are created equal; there 
are two breeds: analog and digital. They are identical in every aspect except 
for how the PWM signal is processed and how this information is used to send 
power to the servo. For analog servo, it only gets power from the ON portion 
of the pulse. Therefore, the servo rotates slower and produces smaller torque 
with a short pulse and vice versa. For digital servo, there is a microcontroller 
that remodulates the 20 Hz PWM signal to a higher frequency signal upward of 
300 Hz. As a result, the motor speeds up faster and delivers relative constant 
torque even with a short pulse. 

For this project, shifting needs to be done swiftly and accLUately. This calls 
for fast digital servos equipped with metal gears to overcome the lateral shift
ing force. I chose the Hitec Servo HS-5565MH that at 7.4 V, delivers 14 kgcm 
of torque and traverses 600 in 0.09 seconds. In addition, the springs in the de
railleLUs are taken out so that the servos won't have to fight against the spring 
tension. 

1,3 MICROCONTROLLER 

The heart of digital intelligence is a microcontroller. For this project, I em
ployed a Texas Instnunent MSP430 because it is cheap and ultra low power. 
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I have used this chip in a few of my classes and thus quite familiar with its ar
chitecture. It is a 16-bit chip with two interrupt enabled 1/0 ports in addition to 
two timers withPWM capabilities. The idea is that the servos are hooked up to 
thePWM ports and the buttons to Portl and Port2. The chip will be placed into 
idle mode and programmed to respond to interrupts. Within the Interrupt Ser
vice Routine (lSR), the microcontroller suspends whatever it is currently doing 
and checks for which button is pressed and depending on the current position 
of the derailleurs, sends appropriate PWM signals to the right servos. The chip 
is programmed in an Integrated Development Environment(IDE) using C. The 

detail of the software is explained in the next section . 

.."J Grace - MSP430G2553 
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Figure 1.5: The block diagram ofTIMSP430G2553, the one used in this project 
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STAGE II 

DESIGN AND INTEGRATION 

I 
I 

I 

~fJf5'~ 
~,.. 

ljl~( 

1 

Figure ILl: An artist's illustration comparing the mechanical and electronic sys
tem 

Having introduced the crucial components in both the mechanical and elec
tronic system, we can finally put everything together and look at electronic 
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shifting with a system's perspective. In the mechanical system, the rider con
trols the levers on the shifters which in turn pulls or loosens the cable. Ca
b�es actuate the derailleurs pulls or pushes on the chain. In the electronic sys
tem, levers are replaced with buttons. Interrupts prompt the microcontroller to 
signal the desired servo which via direct mechanical linkage, actuates the de
railleur. The obvious advantage of the electronic system is that it eschews the 
steel cable which is prone to inaccurate shifts as a result of stretch in length. In 
addition, it incorporates auto trimming in the events of cross-over. 

In the commercial product, the electronic components have to be seam
lessly integrated into the derailleur bodies and weather-proof. Most impor
tantly, they need to beat the mechanical groupsets on weight and durability 
to attract cyclist to migrate to the new system. In this project however, I do not 
attempt to achieve servo-derailleur integration or weather proofing; that will 
take a lot of custom machining and design experience in mechanical engineer
ing. The functionality of the system is what I am after. The goal of the project is 
to retrofit old components on a mountain bike with hobby servos and custom 
3D printed parts. 
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II.I FD BLOCK 

The first major difficulty is to se
cure the servos on the bike. Ini
tially, as a proof of concept for 
the FD, I attempted to secure the 
servo on the seattube of the bike 
by cable tie and connected an alu
minum rod from the servo arm 
to the bolt where the cable used 
be pinched down. Shifting didn't 
work accurately because the servo 
produced so much torque that it 
got twisted and moved around de
spite getting zipped down. There
fore, I started to think about how 
to come up with a permanent so
lution. I decided to take advan
tage of the 3D printer the depart
ment had recently acquired and de
sign an enclosure in Solidworks that 
clamps onto the seattube and at 
the same time has a cutout for the 
servo. 

Figure 11.2: FD assembly 

After several design improvements, I settled on a final version that uses two 
ball joint linkages to connect the servo arm with the FD body. The rationale 
is that the plane of rotation of the servo arm is not exactly in line with that of 
the FD. Therefore, had I used a rigid linkage such as a rod, then at certain point 
of the rotation, the servo arm was going to experience forces that were out of 
its plane of rotation which would consume more power and wear out the gears 
faster. The ball joints are a quick and inexpensive remedy for they provide extra 
degrees of freedom. The final assembly worked very well. 

11.2 RD BLOCK 

When it came to design the RD block, I encountered a major road block. Unlike 
where the FD block is located where there are plenty of space and allowance 
for additional parts, there is hardly any space on the RD where a block could 
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be secured to. After searching through the web looking for ideas, I borrowed a 
design from another cyclist who was attempted to DIY the system as well and 
improved upon it. In the end, after several trial versions, I settled on this design. 
Where the RD block is fixed on the RD body through the hole where the cable 
housing used to be. The servo arm pushes and pulls on a small connector that 
is bolted down to the parallelogram linkage through cable pinch. As a result, 
the RD will move in and out just like it would with cable and spring. 

Figure 11.3: RD assembly 

11.3 CENTRAL UNIT 

After both the FD and RD blocks were printed and tested, two major hurdles 
had been cleared. However, the circuit still lived on the breadboard and the 
servos drew their power from a regulated power supply plugged into the wall. 
Therefore, the next logical step was to make the control unit and power supply 
portable. 

I first designed the Printed Circuit Board (PCB) and there are three major 
blocks on there. Firstly, a power supply for the micro controller. Since the two 
servos get their power from a battery pack of7.6 V, there needs to be a regulating 
power supply to step down the voltage to 3.3 V for the chip. This part of the cir
cuit is taken directly from the E72 board deign. Secondly, debouncing circuits 
for the four buttons. It is well known that physical buttons are not perfect and 
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while we desire a clear ON or OFF, they usually produce signals that have am
biguous edges and sporadic spikes. In other words, the signal bounces. There
fore, in order for the interrupts to work properly, a low pass filter is needed to 
deb ounce the signaL Lastly, the chip and the programming ports for the chip. 
This design is also borrowed from the E72 board. 

After the circuit was printed, a cage was designed in Solidworks to house the 
board and the battery. The battery is enclosed on the right side while the circuit 
is glued onto the other. The entire enclosure is secured onto the downtube of 
the bike through where the water bottle holder used to be. 

Figure 11.4: The assembly that houses the battery and the circuit 
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1I.4 BUTTONS 

To make sure that the shifting buttons are well within the reach of the rider, 
they need to be on the handle bar. That calls for a collar like structure that can 
be clamped onto the handle bar. Borrowing ideas from the mechanical shifters 
on a mountain bike where the levers are operated by thumb and index finger, 
a button holder with flat surfaces on opposite sides was deigned. The buttons 
are glued onto the two surfaces and the holder is fixed next to the brake lever 
clamps. 

Figure 11.5: The button holds on the handle bar 

11.5 INTELLIGENCE 

Even though the software side is introduced after the hardware, it was actu
ally devised before the central unit was designed when the entire circuit still 
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resided on the breadboard. The digital intelligence is actually simpler to imple
ment than it sounds. The following description is an overview of the code in 
the Appendices section. 

Figure IL6: An artist's illustration of the xDi2's state machine 

After all the appropriate registers are set (done in Grace, the IDE program
ming GUI for the chip), the micro controller is placed into a low power idle state. 
There are two IRS's running at the same time. On one side, an autotrim IRS 
runs at 20 Hz; the chip checks for the current state of the FD and RD and com
pares the combination to a look-up table that is hard coded according to this 
specific bike. If the current combination is a cross-over, then the FD servo is 
commanded to move inward slightly. On the other side, the shifting IRS runs 
when prompted by a button press. The chip will first figure out where the inter
rupt is coming from and then command the appropriate servo to move to the 
right position. The position of the servo is also hard coded into the chip and 
specific to the bike. If the system was to be installed on a different bike, a man

ual calibration is required. It is worth noting that when an upshift happens, the 
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servo is required to "overshift" first to make sure that under pedaling load, the 
chain successfully climbs up to the bigger gear. After a very slight delay, the 
servo moves back to a lower position to complete the shifting motion. 
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STAGE III 

RESULTS 

The system was first tested on the bench and a video showcasing the system 
was uploaded to Youtube 1 and generated over 100 views. In addition, a blog 
was created to chronicle the design process and share with others. A road test 
was also performed. The bike was ridden around the campus paths and the 
system worked decently. Another rider rode the bike and in his testimony, he 
claimed that the shifting was effortless and it shifted so fast that he did not even 
notice it even happened. 

Power analysis was performed on the bench. A power resister of 0.18 rl was 
put in series with the battery and a voltage drop of 2.4 V over 2 ms was observed 
on the scope for a single shift. Thus the power consumption is roughly 26 mAh 
for a single shift and with a battery capacity of 1600 mAh, upward of 220,000 
could be completed. When the system was sitting idle, the current draw was 
llO mAo Therefore, with a full charge, the battery would be flat in 14.5 hours. To 
test this number, a fully charged battery was left connected to the system and 
after approximately II hours, servos could not produce the required torque for 
shifting. 

The final presentation for the project was a great success. Though I was the 
last to present on the first day, some 20 additional people attended my talk. The 
atmosphere was light hearted and there was plenty of laughter during the pre
sentation. The bike was put on a desk with the help of a trainer and it generated 
great curiosity among the audience after the presentation. 

A lot of further work could be done on this project. For one thing, the me
chanical aspect of the system could be vastly improved, especially in the link-

lhttps://www.youtube.com/watch?v~v8n-ORz7nOc 
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Figure IILl: The bike is finally off the bench 

age area. In the current set up, the screws would come loose after lots of shifts. 
Moreover, the alignments of the servos and derailleurs could be perfected. Cur
rently, the servo "sings" even when the shifts are completed. This is probably 
because of they are still taking some forces. One aspect of the project beyond 
my control was the material in which the parts are printed in. Though the sys
tem works fine when the bike is ridden on flat and well paved surface at a mod
erate speed, the ABS plastic is not nearly strong enough to withstand vibrations 
resulting from bad road surfaces let alone to survive a crash. In all, this project 
met my original goals and was completed in time under budget. It is the culmi
nating experience in my engineering career here at Swarthmore. 
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STAGE V 

APPENDICES 

This section contains pictures that could not be fit into the main part of the 
booklet. In addition, the source code is also included. The code generate by 
Grace is not included. 
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1* 
* ======== Standard MSP430 includes ======== 
*1 

#include <msp430.h> 

1* 
* ======== Grace related includes ======== 
*1 

#include <ti/mcu/msp430/csI/CSL.h> 
10 

long int i; 
12 #define FDdelay 

#define RDdelay 
for(i=O; i<10000;i++){} 
for(i=O; i<6000;i++){} 

14 

II FD position definitions 
16 #define FDlarge 850 II largest 

#define FDmedium 1050 II medium 
18 #define FDsmal1 1600 II smallest 

20 

22 

24 

26 

28 

30 

32 

34 

36 

38 

40 

#define FDoffset 
#define FDtrim 

II large gear = 3 
II medium gear = 2 
II small gear = 1 
int volatile FDstate 

70 

= 0 ; 

II RD position definitions 
#define RDl 
#define RD2 
#define RD3 
#define RD4 
#define RD5 
#define RD6 
#define RD7 
#define RDoffset 20 

II RDstate 
II largest = 7 
II smallest = 1 
int volatile RDstate O' , 
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2060 
1950 
1870 
1800 
1700 
1650 
1550 
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42 int main (int argc, char *argv [J ) 
{ 

44 CSL_ini t () ; 

46 II Enter LPM with global interrupt enabled 
__ bis_SR_register(LPMO_bits + GIE); 

48 

return ( 0 ) ; 

50 } 

52 void downshift (void) 
{ 

54 

56 

58 

60 

62 

64 

66 

68 

70 

72 

74 

76 

78 

80 

if (P1IFG & BIT4){ 
II front 
II clear the flag 

PlIFG &= ~BIT4; 

if (FDstate == 1){ 
II small gear, don't shift 
TAOCCR1 = FDsmall; 
FDstate = 1 -, 

}else if (FDstate == 2){ 
II medium to small 
TAOCCR1 = FDsmall + FDoff set + 30 ; 
FDdelay; 
TAOCCR1 FDsmall; 
FDstate 1 -, 

}else{ 
TAOCCR1 FDmedium + FDoffset; 
FDdelay; 
TAOCCR1 FDmedium; 
FDstate 2 -, 

} 

FDdelay; 
}else{ 

I I rear 
II clear the flag 

PlIFG &= ~BIT7; 

switch (RDstate){ 
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82 case 7 : 
TA1CCR2 = RD6 + 5*RDoff set; 

84 RDdelay; 
TA1CCR2 RD6; 

86 RDstate 6 -, 
break ; 

88 case 6 : 
TA1CCR2 RD5 + 5*RDoff set; 

90 RDdelay; 
TA1CCR2 RD5; 

92 RDstate 5 -, 
break ; 

94 case 5 : 
TA1CCR2 RD4 + 5*RDoff set; 

96 RDdelay; 
TA1CCR2 RD4; 

98 RDstate 4 -, 
break ; 

100 case 4 : 
TA1CCR2 RD3 + 5*RDoff set; 

102 RDdelay; 
TA1CCR2 RD3; 

104 RDstate 3 -, 
break ; 

106 case 3 : 
TA1CCR2 RD2 + RDoffset; 

108 RDdelay; 
TA1CCR2 RD2; 

11 0 RDstate 2 -, 
break ; 

112 case 2 : 
TA1CCR2 RDl + RDoffset; 

114 RDdelay; 
TA1CCR2 RDl ; 

116 RDstate 1 -, 
break ; 

118 case 1 : 
TA1CCR2 RDl ; 

120 RDstate 1 -, 
break ; 

122 default: 
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124 

126 } 

128 FDdelay; 

13 0 } 
} 

132 

TA1CCR2 RD1; 
RDstate 
break ; 

1 -, 

void upshift (void) 
134 { 

136 

138 

140 

142 

144 

146 

148 

15 0 

152 

154 

156 

158 

16 0 

162 

if (P2IFG & BITO){ 
II front 
II clear the flag 

P2IFG &= ~BITO; 

if (FDstate == 1){ 
I I small --> medium 

}else if 

}else{ 

} 

FDdelay; 

}else{ 

TAOCCRl = 
FDdelay; 
TAOCCRl = 
FDstate = 

(FDstate 
II medium 
TAOCCRl = 
FDdelay; 
TAOCCRl 
FDstate = 

IITAOCCRl 
IIFDstate 

I I rear 

FDmedium -

FDmedium; 
2 -, 
== 2){ 
to large 
FDlarge -

FDlarge; 
3 -, 

FDlarge; 
3; 

II clear the flag 
P2IFG &= ~BIT4; 
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164 switch (RDstate){ 
case 1: 

166 TA1CCR2 RD2 - 5*RDoff set; 
RDdelay; 

168 TA1CCR2 = RD2; 
RDstate = 2; 

170 break ; 
case 2 : 

172 TA1CCR2 RD3 - RDoffset; 
RDdelay; 

174 TA1CCR2 RD3; 
RDstate 3 -, 

176 break ; 
case 3 : 

178 TA1CCR2 RD4 - RDoffset; 
RDdelay; 

180 TA1CCR2 RD4; 
RDstate 4 -, 

182 break ; 
case 4 : 

184 TA1CCR2 RD5 - 0 _ 5*RDoff set; 
RDdelay; 

186 TA1CCR2 RD5; 
RDstate 5 -, 

188 break ; 
case 5 : 

19 0 TA1CCR2 RD6 - RDoffset; 
RDdelay; 

192 TA1CCR2 RD6; 
RDstate 6 -, 

194 break ; 
case 6 : 

196 TA1CCR2 RD7 - RDoffset; 
RDdelay; 

198 TA1CCR2 RD7; 
RDstate 7 -, 

200 break ; 
case 7 : 

202 TA1CCR2 RD7; 
RDstate 7 -, 

204 break ; 
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206 

208 

21 0 

212 

214 } 

216 void 

218 

220 

222 } 

} 

FDdelay; 

} 

autotrim(void){ 

defaul t: 
TA1CCR2 
RDstate 
break ; 

RD7; 
7 ; 

if (FDstate == 3 && RDstate >= 3){ 
TAOCCRl = FDlarge + FDtrim* (RDstate - 2); 

}else if (FDstate == 3 && RDstate < 3){ 
TAOCCRl = FDlarge; 

} 
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